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This issue of Video Guide is a post-exhibition catalogue for 
FLV-Feature Length Video. FLV was a four-day event that included 
the exhibition of eight videotapes, accompanied by an inter
national colloquium with five directors. The series was organized 
by the Video In and took place September 15th through 18th in 
Vancouver, Canada. 

As curators, we were interested in providing a venue for 
new. longer works by video artists, something, we were continually 
being told by those we contacted, which is a rare occurrence. 
We also felt it important to use the exhibition to open a discussion 
on the very broad topics of production, distribution, and exhibi
tion of such works. 

This catalogue is intended to cover some of the positions 
argued at FLV in the hope of expending this discussion. While 
long videos have been produced since the first portopak mode 
its way to the artistic community, we felt it important to focus 
specifically on the long form at this critical time in video's history. 

The technological innovations which provide greater flexibility 
for the producer and exhibitor in terms of venue, and thus 
audience, and the simultaneous economic pressures facing artists 
were only two of the issues which we felt would inform the 
discussion. The notion of a "feature length video" is in itself 
indicative of the kind of changes-positive and negative-that 
independent video is facing. 

Some of our concerns and hope for the medium and the 
form are brought forward in our articles Betwixt and Between 
and Is Longer Better?. Each discusses the selection process for the 
exhibition. Paul's outlines the tapes which were included and 
looks at the variety of approaches artists are using within that 
length of work. Karen looks at the issues of artistic autonomy 
and continued activism within the confines of a traditional form 
such as feature length. 

Morusia Bociurkiw's Feminism and Narrative Strategy was 
the paper she presented at the colloquium. She writes of her 
own experience in producing Ploying With Fire, her reasons for 
moving into narrative work, and the importance of that work for 
the feminist community. 

Excerpts from an interview by Cinema Canada's Mark O'Neil 
with British artist Jonnie Turpie highlights Jannie's own experience 
in producing Out of Order for Channel Four. Written by and 
directed towards teenagers in Britain, we were interested in 
seeing the response of young people here. We were very glad 
when Cassia Kantrow-Kelly, a Vancouver teenager, offered to 
write a review of the video. 

Other reviews of work in the exhibition include Mork Harris' 
Orpheus In Oedipal Brossard about Robert Morin's· Tristesse 
Modele Reduit, and Karen Henry's Beyond Sedudion, about the 
work of Norman Cohn and Quartet for Deofblind in particular. 

Karen Knights and Paul Wong 
Curators, FLY-Feature Length Video 
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BETWIXT AND BETWEEN 

FINDING A PLACE TO RE/ACT FROM by Karen Knights 

When co-curator Paul Wong and myself established the 
criteria for FLV: Feature Length Video, we settled on defining 
feature length as works over seventy minutes long. We did 
this in order to eliminate the plethora of fifty-eight minutes 
videos produced specifically for broadcast, in order to 
facilitate a broad dialogue around distribution, audience, 
production and aesthetic issues for longer works. While 
broadcast was indeed one of the intended venues for some 
of the works chosen, we wished to expand into the area of 
video created specifically for transfer to film and subsequent 
theatrical release, or created with the intention of exploiting 
new video projection technologies. We also included artists 
whose work valued an unusually extended length of time in 
an exploration of the subject, which although problematic, 
could, for the sake of simplification, be called "experimental", 
and which would primarily be seen in a closed-circuit, gallery 
environment. These distinctions were in practice not concrete, 
however. Simple categories do not mirror the diversity of 
actual exhibition practice. Most long videos are shown in a 
variety of venues. And while our call for videotapes made 
clear that we would accept any genre it soon became clear 
that issues of narrative strategy, community, and marginality 
would bind most of the work, and would greatly inform our 
discussions. 

In framing our question for the colloquium "Feature 
Length Video: Electronic Film or Electronic Revolution?" we 
deliberately instigated a polarized scenario for the form. We 
realized that neither extreme illuminated the "true" position 
of long video, however, revolving around the axis of such a 
question are the (sometimes simultaneous) desires of 
legitimation and activism which have informed video's his
tory. It allowed a space for both the pragmatist and the 
idealist in the discussion, and continually reminded the par
ticipants - panellists and audience alike - of the importance 
of this historical juncture for independent video. 

Perhaps as loaded as the colloquium question was the 
term "feature length video". It inferred not only a unit of time, 
but for most people an approach -primarily dramatic narra
tive - and precluded an imposing site of witness - the movie 
theatre. Yet the selection of work and artists made clear that 
not all artists embrace this length for reasons of expanded 
distribution or engagement with a mass audience. Some 
embrace the length, but not dramatic narrative. Others 
experiment with media hybrids and use feature length as a 
starting point, but not an end, to their explorations. With 
feature length video only the elapsed time itself is consistent 
with the audience's expectation. While I feel the use of this 
term was problematic for a variety of reasons, I hope that it 
helped to stimulate discussion . I do know that it was very 
successful in capturing the imaginations of many people who 
attended FL V who had never attended a video screening 
before. 

At the colloquium I posed the following series of ques
tions to the panellists. Of artists working with dromotic 
narrative - what, if anything, makes feature length video 
more thon o slightly less expensive electronic olternotive to 
celluloid? For artists who have no intention of promoting 
their work through distribution channels open to film, is their 
practice affected by the use of this traditionally filmic length? 
If artists produce video in a format which mass media can 
recognize, which can be integrated into existing film distribu
tion channels, does this necessarily mean that it will be 
programmed? Do art works normally considered unsuitable 
for mass consumption - due to content, style or what is 
perceived to be poor technical quality - suddenly become 
more attractive when packaged in a familiar form? 

Also very important, and central to much of the discus
sion at the colloquium, is the dichotomy created by the 
medium's very flexibility . The increasing crossover between 
film and video distribution channels - which finds feature 
length films on low quality videocassette and high quality 
video being transferred to 16mm or 35mm for theatrical 
release, seems to indicate that a medium meld is inescapable. 
This medium crossover is not only evident in the commercial 
context. The integrity of the film image was challenged at the 
1985 New York Experimental Video and Film Festival, where 
all entries had ta be submitted and shown on video. Fred 
Camper's critical article which followed the Festival entitled 
Film Is Not Video/Video ls Not Film, argued that "Any work 
makes its statement not merely by its subject matter or 
'message' but by the relationship it defines, via its form, 
between itself and the recipient"; that the form in which the 
medium is communicated, is part of the statement of that 
communication. This he sees not merely as a technical issue, 
but as an epistemological and ethical one as well. While 
writing from a film perspective, his argument against the 
transference of one medium to another radically different 
one is equally as important to video artists who face the 
choices of closed circuit monitors, broadcast, transfers to film, 
and video projection. 

All of these issues we felt to be particularly important 
ones for videomakers working in longer formats, particularly 
those contemplating new venues. At the heart of all these 
specific issues, however, was the reoccurring theme of escap
ing, defeating, or transforming marginality. 

Martha Rosier has described video art as standing at the 
crossroads of fine art and mass culture, and just as impor
tantly, at the crossroads of its past and its future . In this 
instance, she was referring to the home videocassette rental 
and sales market, but her thesis can be applied to theatrical 
release and broadcast as well. Rosier argues that if video 
artists begin to seek out a more general audience, then their 
concerns must change to meet it, and that change will carry 
all the consequences of the loss of unassimilated marginality, 
which she goes on to clarify by stating that "Familiarity 
breeds, if not contempt exactly,then a diminished ability to 
interrupt mass mythologies." 

It is precisely this dilemma - the danger of being betwixt 
and between - which interested me in the project. I am 
constantly made aware of my own cynicism (usually by 
others) in regard to the populist project, and the exhibition 
was an opportunity for me to confront my doubts head on. 
Part of that process for me was to always be conscious of 
these questions which, again, I asked our panellists. If a move 
towards feature length producti0n also precludes a move 
toward a broader, even moss audience for video art (and 
obviously at this time it is still a hypothetical discussion) what 
are the consequences? Can the format of feature length be 
evaluated separately from the structures which support it, 
which have failed, for instance, to achieve racial or gender 
neutrality? In curating the exhibition, Paul and I were con
fronted with the fact that virtually all feature length video was 
being produced by white males. Given the history of involve
ment by minorities and women with video production we 
were disturbed by this regression. 

There can be many reasons for this. We were made 
aware of various works by women and minorities, but for a 
variety of reasons associated (primarily) with distribution 
problems, were unable to attain them before the event. And, 
as Marusia Bociurkiw discusses in her article Feminism and 
Narrative Strategy, the majority of feminist production has 
occurred in another kind of discourse, particularly documen
tary, again for many reasons. Yet even taking these variances 
into account the stereotype remained true. 

The works we did choose reflected our desire to include 
a variety of strategies for approaching the long form. They 
also reflect our interest in works which actively challenge the 
dominant ideologies of the past and present: from Dutch 
imperialism to sexual inequality to racism in America and 
abroad. Whichever term you want to use - the historically 
filmic, market responsive feature length, or the ideologically 
neutered or freeing long video - there is a body of work being 
produced with the intent of taking video practice from the 
margins if not into, then closer to, the mainstream: which 
attempts to insert rodicality into old spaces. But is it only a 
question of losing the ability to interrupt, disrupt, or alter the 
dominant ideology, or is it one of whether that opportunity 
will be provided (through access) in the first place? 

While the most critical juncture for activist video is that 
where content and access co-exist, it is precisely this juncture 
which the most elusive, and when found, most fragile. I am 
going to use the example of television, partly because 
Canadian video artists have a long history of battling for 
access to it, because it is once again becoming a "hot" issue 
in Canada, and because I feel the strongest example of 
successful intervention by video arti~ts has occurred there. In 
the case of cable access in Canada, no matter what the 
potential for activism, it has in practice remained a means 
for the broadcast industry to marginalize politicization while 
claiming fair representation. Given that our community cable 
networks (']re, by definition, a sympathetic system (as op
posed to regular broadcast) it is easy to be pessimistic about 
video(art)'s entry into any commercial venue. As in Britain, 
Canadian video artists are reexaminating the potential of 
television, and, as in Britain, many artists are anxious to 
attempt such a move, but not without a nagging fear that 
perhaps "Video made for television is television" as Jeremy 
Walsh suggests, and "Video not made for television is some
thing else ... ". Yet the British Channel 4 model indicates a 
possible method of entry. 

The restrictions on critical practices when engaging with 
dominant, cultural structures - like television and cinema -
are well known. The challenge is to overcome or, in some 
way, limit them. That British artists have negotiated contracts 
with both trade unions and network that allow diverse and 
progressive independent video projects a space on the air -
waves is, despite our national differences, encouraging. A 
foundation has emerged for racial, class, sexual and ethnic 

diversity within the legitimizing sphere. No one is claiming a 
utopian victory. However, each wedge, each transgression 
into that privileged space - especially when combined with 
structural reformation - is significant in evaluating future 
strategies for combining activism and access. 

There is not, as yet, any strong cinematic model 
equivalent to this; and the feature length format in itself is 
not revolutionary. On the contrary its history, the expectations 
and assumptions which surround it, and the market forces 
which support it, would seem to indicate the contrary. How
ever, in many of the works chosen for FLV it was clear that 
some artists have mode a deliberate choice to expand the 
form's vocabulary and the video audience simultaneously. 
Working within a strong sense of community voice and 
criticality, they hove hinted at the possibilities for both. 
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FEATURE LENGTH VIDEO-IS LONGER BEITER? 

by Paul Wong 

There is no doubt "music video" has been the dominant new 
art form of the 1980s. Its language is post-modernist, an iconic 
facade of the three-minute hybrid of easily recognizable film/ 
television references, loaded advertising cliches and mined images 
of the "isms" from art history. The form borrows literally from the 
latest in digital wizardry and the more archaic effects of low
budget experimental film . 

The onslaught of this form coincided with the maturing of the 
electronic evolution . Together they created an impressive and 
pervasive atmosphere of mixed messages for the videomaker: 
fame and fortune, artistic innovations, and promises of access to 
untapped mega audiences. High on " mirage A.D.O.'s (Ampex 
Digital Optics)," we twirled with every spin of the video d.j. 
Caught between the frames were the video artists and the just 
emerging out-of-art school/East Village types, who gratuitously 
embraced the aura to be part of its limelight. They jumped 
queues to collaborate with o.nly the scene-making musical acts to 
share in the glory of prime time. Wrapped up in the marketing 
dance, the short tape played itself out to the captive audiences 
in niteclubs, warehouse parties and art bars. The temples of art 
let down the right guard to validate the "rock video" with 
important exhibitions. So it seemed everything was possible in 
less than 180 seconds. Entire festival circuits, honours and awards 
were created to enshrine the very best. An industry was made 
overnight to pump up the volume on a product that quickly 
became basic network fare and a fixture of consumer culture. As 
the champagne parties turned flat, the only hang-over was the 
music video producer in crumpled " Miami Vice" suit still doing 
your talk and doing your walk. 

Still, many videomakers continue to believe that only " shorter 
is better" and that the formula can still be remixed, that public 
oversaturation of the genre will invariably develop interests for 
work with artistic integrity, work that contains correct political 
and social consciousness. Largely ignored and overlooked by 
the populist programmers have been the difficulties in exhibiting 
longer works of substance and complexity. Beneath the short 
gloss of the past decade independent videomakers have con
tinued to forge ahead into feature length territory 

The tapes chosen for FLV (from 70-89 minutes long) were 
New York-Batavia (Rien Hagen, Netherlands, 1987, 83 min.), 
Green Card: An American Romance (Bruce & Norman Yonomoto, 
U.S., 1982, 70 min.), Playing With Fire (Marusia Bociurkiw, Canada, 
1986, 75 min.), Gertrude Stein and A Companion (Ira Cirker, 
Tapestry Productions, U.S. 1986, 87 min.), Out of Order (Jonnie 
Turpie, Birmingham Film and Video Workshop, U.K., 1987, 95 
min.), Tristesse Modele Reduit (Robert Morin, Canada, 1988, 83 
min.), Quartet for Deafblind (Norman Cohn, Canada, 1986, 86 
min.), I Do Not Know What It Is I Am Like (Bill Viola , U.S., 1986, 
89 min.). 

Each tape was screened once. Two of the tapes (New York
Batovio & Green Card) were shown in the eighty seat studio at 
Video In using front projection and monitors; the other tapes 
were shown in a plush 250 seat theatre using rear project ion 
and monitors at the Robson Square Media Centre, a civic facility 
about one mile from Video In. It was the intention of the curators 
to put work of an experimental nature into the spotlight, to give 
these tapes the critical attention they deserve by providing the 
highest profile context possible, so as to attract and to engage 
broad public response. We purposely wanted to place the work 
in direct competition with commercial film , second run cinemas, 
and other mainstream live theatre and performing art options. 

FLV provided the curators the opportunity to critically look at 
longer work, video pieces that were not produced to fit into 
existing manufacturer tape lengths and broadcast formats. For 
the sake of argument we decided to only consider tapes that 
were at least seventy or more minutes in length. We also did not 
consider series or trilogies or anthologies. The curatorial process 
presented a number of problems, among them how to assemble 
a representative sampling of tapes. A call for tapes got little and 
slow responses, and every lead had to be followed up, wh ich 
did eventually put us into direct contact with dire(tors and 
distributors. Deadlines were changed numerous times to enable 
tapes to get to us for preview. Several highly sought after titles 
never did arrive; other titles were never located. Also problematic 
was our poor vision in not properly assessing the amount of time . 
we would need to view tapes. It was necessary in most cases to 
view the entire tape, and obviously time is an important factor in 
how events unfold or how narratives become shaped. 
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The final selection of eight tapes represented a wide range 
of videomaking concerns: sexuality, film, television, feminism, 
diaristic, youth, racism, art and politics. We selected productions 
that addressed the inherent qualities of electronic video record
ing, not masquerades of cheap film. We purposely did not include 
early historical conceptual art tapes and only included recent 
productions. In hindsight, we might have unfairly omitted ex
tremely demanding tapes to spare the audience, the very audi
ence we were so zealously purporting to attract and to inform. 

As a programmer, I am the first to admit to having a very 
personal agenda. Foremost, I consider the overall work from 
which a tape came, the context of where and how the tape 
came to be, and its intended audience. I look for those issues 
that provide new and alternative viewpoints to the mainstream, 
oppositional art to dominant culture, voices of the marginalized 
and that of visible and invisible minorities. I am interested in the 
experimental. And I purposely choose to work in co-curated 
situations to insure "cross-talk." 

Co-curator Karen Knights and I tried to put together a short 
enough, but also an in-depth and rich enough offering to provide 
a balanced overview, to enable the viewers the possibility to 
make comparisons and to lay down a foundation for developing 
a critical perspective. For example, we included two tapes that 
provided separate views on lesbian relationships. Playing With 
Fire is a contemporary "non-glamorized" narrative that uses 
metaphor, humour, and feminist theory in the reconstruction of 
sexual meaning for the principal characters. Playing With Fire 
was produced by women in a collaboratory fashion . Gertrude 
Stein and A Companion is entirely based on historical materials 
and strings together the relationship of Ms. Stein and Alice B. 
Toklas. it is a well -rehearsed and superbly acted, made-for
television remake of the stage play. It successfully melds live 
theatre, cinematic and video technics. It was directed by Ira 
Cirker who also directed the stage play. 

Two other tapes, using entirely different portrayal methods, 
unsettle the viewers by forcing them to confront their own fears 
and prejudices about the handicapped. Tristesse Modele Reduit 
is the gorgeously photographed story of mentally handicapped 
twenty-five-year-old Jeannot, who bottles loneliness within his 
restrictive suburban home. It is a scripted tape about rebellion, 
about wanting the responsibilities of independence. It is Jeannot 
who relates his story and plays the principal character. Quartet 
for Deafblind is an interactive portrait of an institutionalized 
deaf blind nine-year-old boy. It is a rivetting rapport about 
perception . The intense tape involves three perspectives: of the 
boy (subject), the artist (camera) and us (the viewer); we are 
part of the gaze about our own presumptions. Out of Order is a 
collaboration between the subjects (the writers) and the director. 
It's a tape from and about disenfranchised youth in the U.K., and 
it's in the language of its intended audience. It's a well plotted 
satirical musical that uses all the licks of the music video and 
more. 

I Do Not Know What It Is I Am Like is described by the artist 
as "a personal investigation of the inner states and connections 
to animal consciousness we carry within ." This visually stunning 
work is disquieting . As it unearths our inadequate perceptual 
awareness of the natural it leaves us vulnerable, reveal ing human 
struggle and ritual as only minor elements in a larger universe. 

We included two tapes that deal specifically with cultural 
displacement-New York-Batavia and Green Card: An American 
Romance, both love stories. New York-Batavia chronicles the 
1945 Republican revolt of the Dutch colonial rule in the East 
Indies. The story is told through exchanges of letters written 
between a Dutch civil servant stationed there and his wife, who 
is awaiting his return in New York. The story is about dislocation 
and the demise of colonialism. The tape seamlessly weaves historic 
archival film footage with black & white video reconstructions to 
tell of separated lives during that turbulent time. Green Card, 
using the conventional soap opera format, tells the story of a 
young Japanese student (Sumie) who marries a Californian surfer 
and sometime movie director (Jay), partly out of love and partly 
out of need to get a green card to become a legalized immigrant. 
Both of these love stories are presented as non-fiction; Sumie 
plays herself. The use of the documentary and soap opera formats 
are narrative ploys to encase the viewer and to guide them 
through the layers of contradictions found within the constantly 
shifting changes of displaced cultural practices and attitudes. 

Both productions are grounded in "new world America." Both 
tapes grapple with fate, with leaving the known old world, and 
having to come to terms with the American dream. Neither tape 
is specifically about sexual relationships; they are about the 
passions of yesterday/today and about bridging cultural gaps. 

Society and the individuals that make up the culture have· a 
natural adversity to change. The entertainment industries, the 
movies and television, are the signifiers of our culture. They 
reinforce our fears of the unknown. The series included both 
work that emphasized "the gaps" between film and video, along 
with tapes that blurred the distinctions. Tapes such as I Do Not 
Know What It Is I Am Like and Quartet for Deafblind are both by 
videomakers who have been making tapes since the early 1970s. 
These perceptual pieces use video's virtues of real time and 
electronic light uncompromisingly and without apology. They 
have embraced the medium openly and are fluid and at ease 
with it. More blurred are tapes such as New York-Batavia and 
Tristesse Modele Reduit. The former mixes and, as well, recreates 
the look of early newsreel films. It further extends the blur with 
the use of both black and white and colour sequences within a 
docudrama. Tristesse employs carefully constructed cinematog
raphy of an idyllic suburban setting in a conventional narrative 
format. Entirely .shot on Betacam, the production was originally 
intended to be transferred to 35mm and distributed as film. 
Director Robert Morin so disliked the video to film transfer that 
the work remains as video. On the other hand, Out of Order 
exists on both video and film, but only on l 6mm due to the 
prohibitive costs of 35mm. It has been theatrically released and 
played back both as film and as video. 

Two of the tapes, Out of Order and Gertrude Stein and A 
Companion, were specifically produced for broadcast television. 
Out of Order was commissioned by Channel 4, Britain, and 
Gertrude Stein has been aired· on PBS and other educational 
networks. These well rehearsed and "professional looking" 
products are a sharp contrast to the low-tech product and jagged 
offerings of both Green Card and Playing With Fire . 

Overall, the programme highlighted the dilemmas and con
tradictions when using the term "feature length video," a term 

that has until recently only referred to big budget film or to 
made-for-television movies. The productions included in FLV 
represent the kind of works that come from passionate directors 
who are not yet market driven in the established commercial 
sense or even within the confines of the video art "market." Each 
tape retains an experimental edge. They are anything but 
complacent, adding new twists, identifying new sites for critical 
content, and challenging the expectations of the viewer. Video 
remains in its adolescence still a site for new challenges. 

This article originally appeared in the March 1989 issue of 
Cinevue. 
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ORPHEUS IN OEDIPAL BROSSARD 

by Mark Harris 

For various reasons (both cultural and economic), 
regular viewers of Radio Canada are more cinematically 
literate than aficionados of the CBC or any other English 
language network. In particular, the classics of French 
cinema are even more widely diffused than such Anglophone 
standbys as The Wizard of Oz and A Christmas Carol. 

Among Quebecois intellectuals, this state of affairs has 
resulted in an ambivalent feeling of pride. The satisfaction 
that comes from being partially cut free from Hollywood's 
apron strings is poisoned somewhat by the knowledge that 
the French films one cherishes are not exactly homegrown. 
One is separated from the North American mainstream not 
by virtue of what one creates but by dint of what one 
consumes; one's enriched cultural heritage means nothing 
unless it can somehow be connected to the milieu in which 
one lives, a milieu which is neither Paris nor Hollywood even 
if both cities regularly infiltrate one's daily and nightly dreams. 

As sociologist Antonio Candido once said of Brazilian 
cinema, "This problem of us not being able to resist asking 
what the national significance of our culture is - it would have 
no meaning in the so-called 'mother cultures"'. 1 Quebec, 
being an undeclared country in the middle of another country 
afraid to assert its own existence by cutting the ties to its 
colonialist past and neo- colonialist present, is doubly trapped 
in an Oedipal bind. The "personal myths" that Robert Bly 
speaks of in regard to individual growth can also be applied 
to nations as a whole. Quebec has been battered as well as 
blessed by crisscrossing streams of exclusionary fairy tales. 
The hard questions ensuing from this situation are: What do 
I accept? What do I reject? How do I integrate this into my 
daily life? 

In his feature length video Tristesse Modele Reduit, 
media artist Robert Morin selected one of the more popular 
myths of French cinema (manifested equally well in Jean 
Cocteau's Cahiers du Cinema - blessed Orphee and in 
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Marcel Camus' Cahiers du Cinema - blasted Orfea Negro) 
and coupled it to the mast primal struggle of Quebecois 
culture, that of Oedipus himself. As if that combination 
weren't heady enough, he also threw in the oldest Western 
myth of them all, the opening trauma of Genesis, the 
expulsion of Adam from the Garden. 

The mind reels as it ponders what kind of figure it would 
take to carry such portentous symbolic freight (father of 
humanity, inventor of poetry, Freudian psychology's most 
potent sacrificial lamb), conveniently forgetting the coda to 
Tristesse, the qualifying nModtlle Reduit". Jeannot (Vincent 
Leduc) is a mentally retarded youth who lives with his mother 
and father (20th century reductions of Jocasta and Laius) in 
the Montreal suburb of Brossard. His life there is bounded by 
the toy cars which his father buys him (the family wealth is 
mined from automobile wrecks) and the canvas swimming 
pool in which he playfully splashes. His only other contact 
with the outside world is through his brother, an implicitly 
rebellious motorcycle rider. The universe of Jeannot is basi
cally an extension of his mother's womb. 

Eve/Eurydice enters his life in the form of Pauline (Marcia 
Pilate), the "maid" (more about this term later) who is hired 
to look after the household of Adam/Orpheus. Pauline is a 
vivacious teenager, of average intelligence and good looks 
but of greater than average human warmth. It is through her 
presence that we come to appreciate the extraordinary 
receptivity of Jeannot's character. When he puts on mask 
and flippers and cruises the featureless bottom of his canvas 

pool, his sensations are more intense than those of Jacques 
Yves Cousteau in the Indian Ocean. A trip to the local 
municipal golf course becomes on idyll worthy of Renoir or 
Monet. Ignorant of class and most forms of social prejudice, 
Pauline and Jeannot grow strongly attached to each other 
because they lack the poisoned superego that constantly 
wags an invisible finger and says "no,no,no!". 

The role of Snake in the Garden is assumed by Jocasta, 
the smothering mother who doesn' t want to let go. She 
orchestrates Pauline' s dismissal with the cool efficiency of a 
Mafia don, setting up her steercoddled husband to carry out 
the hit and crying crocodile tears the moment it's a fait 
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accompli. Jeannot goes wailing through the streets of tract
bordered Brossard like Orpheus returned from the under
world, seeking the soul mate he lacks the directional skills to 
ever find again. His toy cars are now anathema to him and 
he must sadly find his place in the real world, must blindly 
grope towards Colonis. 

Morin's narrative strategy complements the central motif 
of having a mentally impaired hero assume the mantle of the 
triple archetype. Jeannot's surroundings ore every bit as 
impoverished as his IQ. Brossard is one of the more plastic 
of Montreal suburbs, an artificial community created to 
receive the growing numbers of Quebecois proletarians who 
fought their way out of East End poverty into the growing 
"Quiet Revolution" middle class. Jeannot's parents wear their 
recently acquired bourgeois trappings uneasily, flipping 
hamburgers on the backyard hibachi while continuing to 
converse in permafrost-thick joual. 

Pauline, their "maid" or "bonne", does not wear a 
uniform or apron; she's a sort of internal au pair girl, 
conceivably from higher up the social scale than her 
employers. Even if she wasn't "alienotingn Jeonnot's affec
tions she would still be a cause of worry to people who don't 
really know where they fit in a world that is changing faster 
than their ability to assimilate new ideas. Jeannot's parents 
are TV watchers, so Morin situates them firmly in TV land. As 
they repeatedly mow the lawn and make purchases in malls, 
we come to realize that their freedom of action is scarcely 
any greater than that of their retarded son's. Less so, in fact. 
When Jeannot plays with a frog underwater, he is in com
munion with all nature; all his father does is toss the reptile 
into a neighbour's pool. His pain at the loss of Pauline and 
his agonized assumption of adulthood are loaded with cos
mic significance, while his mother's stratagems are the fruit 
of uncertainty rather than evil. 

It is she and her husband who are "reduced models" of 
the title, not their joyful, suffering son. 

Notes 

1. World Cinema Since 1945, ed. William Luhr(New 
York, 1987), p.70. 
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FEMINISM AND NARRATIVE STRATEGY 

This paper was originally presented at the FL V Collo
quium Feature Length Video: Electronic Film or Electronic 
Revolution? 

When I was first asked to participate in FLV, I felt a little 
bit like an imposter because I'd never planned to do a feature 
length video. And in fact I'd never really thought about having 
done one until after Playing With Fire was released. Some
one was interviewing me and said "You know its really 
courageous that you've entered into feature length and why 

·did you do that?". There was a moments silence from me. I 
racked my brains and tried to come up with something 
abstract yet meaningful which implied that I meant to do it 
all along. But, in fact, it really wasn't so. 

Playing With Fire was the indirect result of years of 
collective work, of working in one feminist collective or 
another, running pell mell from grant to project to demo to 
edit room, balancing politics and community on the one hand 
and art, whatever that is, on the other. Documentary was the 
right form and people speaking for themselves was the catch 
phrase, and in some ways still is. But I guess some of us are 
starting to question those forms and catch phrases o little · 
more. 

There was always little or no time for aesthetic develop
ment. Not that one didn't think that it wasn't an important 
thing; there just wasn't time. It was also an important time, I 
think, to figure out how to build a feminist or socialist politic 
into cultural production, to figure how to work within collec
tives, how to work collaboratively, how to build support for 
oneself, how to fight against isolation, and to build strategies 
from the margins parallel or sometimes in opposition to the 
mainstream. We produced important work, documentary 
mostly, sometimes short narratives or experimental works, . 
and spoke directly to audiences eager to hear what we had 
to say. 

But. I found that collective or collaborative work can also 
feel restrictive and that after a while one wonts to speak in 
the first person with ones own voice. So that was one of the 
major reasons I leapt into producing Playing With Fire on a 
ten thousand dollar budget with practically no experience in 
dramatic script writing or dramatic direction. But I did it 
because there was so much to say. 

Feature length as. a term or a genre isn't something in 
itself which is important to me, but I want to use it as on excuse 
to speak about narrative strategies in video and perhaps in 
film in a political context. I have, and perhaps many people 
do, a bit of discomfort in using "feature length" because it is 
a signifier of the mainstream. For film the introduction of 
feature length marked the transition of film as a cheap form 
of entertainment for the working class - the 20 minute 
nickelodeon film - to an industry that was aimed initially at 
primarily bourgeois audiences. For D.W.Griffith, the pioneer
ing American film director, it was a chance to develop his 
own narrative technique. But for his producers, feature length 
was a threat. One of the things they said to him was that 
longer films would cause eye strain in the audiences. Sound 
familiar? 

To make a long story short, feature length became a 
kind of a container for a standardized cinematic syntax -
specific practices for grouping shots sequentially into a nar-

rative which has, as we all know, certain prescribed social 
and psychological meanings - meaning that feature length · 
film becomes a player in the consciousness industry where 
capitalism strives to organize both economic production and 
consciousness. Of course as video artists we assume we're 
doing something different, even if we're doing narrative: 
particularly feminist artists in video - it was something thot 
we could insert ourselves into. 

Video grew in tandem with the women's movement. 
They're both about fifteen years old and it seemed an ideal 
medium for what we were trying to say. It seemed that for 
those of us who were working in political or so called 
marginalized areas, what we saw the benefits of video as 
being, ensuring, supposedly, was the right of marginalized 
people to speak for themselves about their bodies, their 
identities, their struggles. Video could, (although it's less true 
now), be produced with little cost and with little or no 
instruction. The women's movement went for it. Video be
came a tool for consciousness raising, self-help, and to 
mobilize action. We also had, and still have I think, the benefit 
of more progressive distribution networks which helped 
broaden the base and popularize more progressive move
ments. There was also the benefit of the abscence of norms, 
on the job training, and fewer people on the set, which when 
you're working in documentary and entering people's lives 
and your talking to people about controversial issues is really 

. important. Dialogue can be more fluid, can be closer to the 
conversational confidential tones of everyday life. 
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The video medium can also define its audience in 
positive ways. While dominant cinema is on the whole a 
predetermined ideological and cultural event that surrounds 
its viewer, video is more like what cinema used to be before 
it became monolithic, with its more intimate audiences and 
its potential for their participation. This is particularly, and 
perhaps mostly, true of community video work. I found with 
community videotapes that I've produced that it's very 
gratifying to watch how a community group will attain a copy 
of a video which deals with its own issues, soy Nicaraguan 
solidarity work or literacy, and will then use its own copy of 
the video to draw people to meetings, to educate newcomers, 
to rally for support, showing it on their home VCRs and TVs. 
In a much more direct way than an art event ever could, 
(which is not to say that art events don't hove their own 
necessary audiences), the screening becomes, in that con
text, the focus for community self-definition and develop
ment. So it has in that sense fulfilled its potential. 

The video medium also affects, or has had the potential 
to effect, content in positive ways, with its lower budgets and 
its easier to learn technologies, therefore making itself less 
prone to economic censorship. The more intimate nature of 
the audiences, makes it easier to include challenging, con
troversial or pioneering content: content which speaks from 
the voices and imaginations of marginalized people, or as 
Marlene S.B. Philip calls it "The Frontier". My experience with 
this was with the video that I'm currently in post-production 
with, which includes explicit sexual imagery. I managed to 
get funding to transfer it to film and to try and work o bit with 
the film distribution network to see if I could increase the 
distribution. But when I told my actors about it, expecting 
them to be as happy as I was, they were shocked and very 
intimidated by the fact that the audience would now be, 
potentially, completely different. They felt that the risks that 
they were taking were going to be subject to a really different 
kind of audience and production, and to possibilities of 
voyeurism and really problematic interpretations. I think 
those probabilities exist anyways, but certainly in film they're 

magnified. 

It's interesting though how this greater potential in video 
for content can later be appropriated by film. Just as the rock 
video aesthetic draws evenly from the avant-garde, so too 
the bargain basement of feminist, lesbian, and progressive 
video art, becomes a space where radical and transgressive 
ideas and imagery can have their first underground ap
pearance relatively free - relatively - of censor or state 
surveillance. But as the ideas gain small scale acceptance 
and become more frequently used by those with more 
resources, feminism and other kinds of marginalized discour
ses are made to fit into the concerns of the dominant culture 
and are drained of meaning and obscured by style. 

But meanwhile, back on the feminist video front. Some 
of us started to see the results of a crisis of burnout; the 
wearing results of constant engagement with social struggle 
and collective work with less and less state funding available. 
The demands of audience, distribution and new technologies 
now require more and more investment and can mean less 
autonomy. At the same time the feminist community is itself 
in crisis and has less time for considerations of community 
art and the political benefits of cultural production. Simul
taneously, there is a crisis in form, I think, because the more 
complex formation and theoretical base of feminism has 
demanded more complex representations. We - the women 
I've worked with and talked with who try to include political 
activist ideas in their work - began to confront our assump
tions. We began to question documentary, began to talk 
about such things as pleasure, desire and even entertain
ment. Documentary had become the convention, rather than 
narrative, and that's what was being questioned. I think we 
also began to question our ideas around audience. "Intimate" 
begins to seem like another word for "tiny". 

Which brings me in a round and about way to feature 
length. To many of us video was o means by which we tried 

to capture the illusion and creation of desire that cinema 
promotes with informal Brechtion style acting, destructive 
narrative and less than slick production values. So feature 
length is maybe o move bock to pleasure, to sustained 
enjoyment, into dreaming on the outside. I'm going to quote 
Maureen T ravin in on article Video Art: Theory for the Future 
in which she talks about the potential of video as o narrative 
form. ''Video con be o narrative art" she soys "integrating its 
own technical properties not as special effects but as ele
ments of narration, components of narrative force and mode. 
Video process could hove as profound on effect on narrative 
technique as film hos had over the past eighty years. Video 
could change narrative rather than being mode to play the 
imposter of cinema." - which is something we're all afraid 
of. 

A longer length meant for me, and for the feminist and 
lesbian content I've integrated into my work, a reference to 
the lack of imagery on the subject - there being so much to , 
say because no one seems to have said it before - and to the 
restoring of pleasure to the act of viewing. The viewer is 
implicated more fully into the story and its resolution. Some
times it seems the best of both worlds because we don't 
necessarily loose that familiar video audience. 

But I'm not pointing to feature length as any sort of 
resolution or revolution. For myself I found that a ten 
thousand dollar budget sometimes ruptures pleasure for the 
audience and the producer in any number of ways. It's been 
a while since I've been the only woman in a festival or on a 
panel, and certainly that's an indicator of the ways in which 
considerations of feature length are indeed a luxury for 
people who don't have a lot of money. Moving into longer 
narratives with larger casts and higher production values 
means confronting anew questions of funding and demand 
of market. 

I'm going to quote Marlene again in an article on 
audience she wrote recently. She defines three axis upon 
which the production of art is constructed: community, 
market and audience. She talks about how on artist \Vith o 
market hos little need for community sometimes. An artist 
with both community and audience will find it difficult to find 
o market but will starve without it and so may well hove to 
move away from its community in order to do so. But, she 
soys, the market becomes o negative force when it replaces 
or obliterates audience or community, even more 
dangerously, determines our way of seeing things and 
replaces the process of community, the shoring of common 
meanings and its common activities and purposes for the 
processes of commodification. 

She talks about psychic exile - the alienation the block 
artist, the artist of colour, the lesbian or the feminist artist 
experiences. In developing on audience amongst people who 
ore essentially strangers to all the traditions and continuities 
that produce that particular artist con result in o number of 
problem areas. For the artist, it con result in on over 
simplification or kind of didocticism when translating to o 
foreign audience that doesn't shore what we're trying to soy. 
So the so-called electronic revolution is not necessarily o 
revolution for people on the margins or on the frontiers. 

Who is our audience for these new approaches to 
narrative? If large enough or porous enough to justify the 
financial or personal investment, are our distribution net
works equal to the task of building audience for these larger 
works? When you're doing lesbian or feminist work its one 
thing to ask o curator or o distributor or audience to commit 
themselves to five minutes of time, but quite another to ask 
for 7 5 or 90 minutes. I think the video distribution for feature 
length is definitely o problem. It's hard to get the work curated 
into shows, and as I said, it creates o different kind of 
commitment for the curator or programmer. In terms of film 
though feature length ensures o kind of respect and o kind 
of exposure in o way that video does not, so then there's o 
big temptation, and the question of, why not do it in film? 

And I don't think it's on isolated question. It does seem 
that people ore all secretly thinking about film, I think more 
so than before because of a kind of disillusionment with 
audience or with numbers. And while many of us remain 
committed to producing video we ore also thinking if the 
medium always hos to be the some. Finally there's the 
question of how do we as artists continue to obtain funding 
and build audiences for work that demands more and more 
of us, and con we afford to continue ignoring market and 
audience or taking refuge in community. Its o question both 
of money and political resonance. And it brings up the 
growing need to organize for better venues and funding and 
ta also question our very Canadian disdain for broadcast 
support. I'm going to end by paraphrasing Cuban director 
Alfredo Guevera who in talking about lotin omericon film said 
"We do not claim to have created this discourse a/ready, nor 
do we think it is only the task of film" - and in this case, 
only the task of video. 



Maureen White (left) and Janine Fuller (right) . 

PLAYi NG WITH Fl RE 

Playing With Fire 

Director: Marusia Bociurkiw 

Canada, 1986, 75 minutes 

Ploying With Fire is a narrative video about 
a woman who has lost her memory, and 
particularly her memory of sexuality. Un
aware of what's obscene and what isn't, 
what's taboo and what's decent, she is con
sidered dangerous by local authorities, who 
place her under surveillance. She (Kelly) 
meets another woman (Sonya), a social 
worker who is tired of her relationships with 
men, and can't remember the last time she 
experienced pleasure. She takes Kelly in and 
they become friends and then lovers, re-con
structing sexual meanings for themselves. 
Using humour, feminist theory, and 
metaphor, this video looks at the effects of 
censorship and state surveillance through the 
lives of these women. 

Marusia Bociurkiw was born in Edmonton, 
Canada. She studied at the Nova Scotia Col
lege of Art & Design and has been active in 
the Atlantic Filmmakers Co-operative, Centre 
for Art Tapes (Halifax) and Women's Media 
Alliance (Toronto). She founded Emma 
Productions, a feminist video collective, in 
1984 and is now an active board member. 
She has produced video for almost ten years, 
working in documentary and narrative, work
ing independently as well as in collaboration 
with unions and community groups. Her work 
has shown internationally. 

Distributor: Women In Focus 

84 9 Beatty Street 

Vancouver, B.C. V6B 2M6 

Canada 

Marusia Bociurkiw 

National 

Photo: Courtesy of the artist 
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GREEN CARD: AN AMERICAN ROMANCE 

Green Card: An American Romance 

Directors: Bruce and Norman Yonomoto 

United States, 1982, 70 minutes 

Not since the early days in this century has 
there been such a great wave of immigration 
hitting the shores of the United States of 
America. With this influx of foreign nationals 
comes inevitable problems with cross cultural 
communication. Green Card, a dramatic, 
neo-realist video tape, focuses on the plight 
of one young Japanese woman as she strug
gles to remain in the United States. The video 
tape is based on the experience of its writer, 
Sumie Nobuhara, who plays herself. 

A legal advisor privately confides to her 
that marriage is the expedient way for her to 
remain in the country. After long, painful 
deliberation, she decides to accept the idea 
of a marriage of convenience. Though she 
intellectually accepts the impending marriage 
as a business contract, she is unable to 
remain emotionally detached from the man 
she will legally call her husband. Falling prey 
to a Hollywood vision of idealized love, she 
loses sight of her initial purpose in remaining 
in America; to obtain the freedom to pursue 
a more independent creative vision. Green 
Card dramatizes her fight to regain her 
American Dream. Green Card is the third 
work in the Yonorriotos' Soap Opera Series. 

Bruce and Norman Yonomoto have col
laborated on film and video projects for thir-

teen years. Norman ·works as a critical writer 
and screenwriter, and studied film at U.C.L.A. 
and the American Film Institute. Bruce is a 
writer and video technician with a Masters in 
Fine Arts. The brothers' works are collected 
by the Museum of Modern Art, New York; 
Long Beach Museum of Art, California; and 
the Hara Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Tokyo. 

"In the end I'm still expected to find hap
piness through a man. Don't you see the 
fantasy isn't confined to Japan or America, to 
men or women? Can't you understand the way 

we see family, friends, relationships, even love 
is mass media propaganda?" Sumie. 

Distributors: Bruce and Norman 
Yonomoto 

Bruce and Norman Yonomoto 
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NEW YORK-BATAVIA 
Photo: Courtesy Meatball Productions 

Detail from the hatelroom near Times Square, New York, where the female protagonist lived with her three children. 

New York-Batavia 

Director: Rien Hagen 

Holland, 1987, 83 minutes 

New York-Batavia is a documentary based 
on authentic correspondence between a 
Dutch East Indies civil servant stationed there 
following the 1945 Republican revolt, and his 
wife temporarily residing in New York. The 
video begins when he leaves New York; his 

· wife and children left behind. This separation 
of unspecified duration leads to an intense 
correspondence between man and wife. She 
describes her daily life in Manhattan ~here 
war has been won; the troops returning from 
Europe are welcomed as heroes . He 
describes his journey, and, for him, the tar
nished reunion with the land he left nine years 
previously. 

Rien Hagen was originally an industrial 
designer. As co-founder of Meatball he has 
been responsible for more than 200 
documentaries and dramatic productions. 
Hagen was also one of the originators of the 
Kijkhuis in the Hague, the theatre which hosts 
the yearly World Wide Video Festival. 

"New York - Batavia: a flawless and fas
cinating production. Impressive through its 
tight and original design and because of the 
revealing witness it gives of what was the 
Dutch 'colonial myth' ... is also a love story of 
rare modesty." 

Utrechts Niewsblad, September 18, 
1987. 

"New York - Batavia, probing and over
whelming, is a memorable work in the history 
of Dutch cinema." 

RienHagen 

Het Financieele Dagblad, October 19, 
1987. 

"The rightful winner of the Grand Prix of 
the Dutch Film: a splendid synthesis of 
dramatised scenes and archive material which 
are seamlessly woven together." 

Filmkrant, October 1987. 

Distributor: Kijkhuis 

Noordeinde 140 2514 gp 

Den Haag, Holland 

• 
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GERTRUDE STEIN AND A COMPANION 

Gertrude Stein and A Companion 

Di rector: Ira Ci rker 

United States, 1986, 87 minutes 

It is the afternoon of July 27, 1946 and 
Gertrude Stein is dead. Now "alone" in their 
famous salon, a place usually alive with 
gatherings of the avant garde from the 
literary and art worlds, Alice sets out to write 
Picasso with the news of Gertrude's death. In 
her attempt to tell how it happened, she 
begins to relive the events of their life 
together. In a style not unlike Stein's free 
verse, scenes from their public and private life 
are interwoven with Alice's recollections, with 
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clarity and purpose. 

To quote Stein, "Dead is Dead. But Dead 
is not Done. Not over.". The spirit of Gertrude 
confides in the audience her feelings toward 
Alice, the arts, America, war, Hemingway, 
and other characters in their lives. 

Adapted from an award winning play, the 
video Gertrude Stein and A Companion won 
the AFl-Billboard Specialty Video Award for 
Best Dram(), a Hugo Award bestowed at the 
Chicago Film Festival, and the National 
Educational Film and Video Festival Award in 
the category of Biography. It was screened at 
the 1987 San Francisco International Lesbian 
and Gay Film Festival. 

Ira Cirker 

Ira Cirker has a long and distinguished 
career as a director of American theatre and 
has worked in film with many directors includ
ing Jean Renoir. He recently began a training 
program for directors interested in working in 
television. He was nominated for an Emmy 
for his work on Gertrude Stein and A Com
panion, which he proclaims to be "a proud 
beginning for new films representing the col
laboration of theatre, video and film talents." 

Distributor: Tapestry Productions 

924 Broadway 

New York, NY 10010 

United States 
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OUT OF ORDER 

Out of Order 

Director: Jonnie Turpie 

England, 1988, 95 minutes 

Out of Order, based on the experiences 
of its young British writers - the Dead Honest 
Soul Searchers - is a comic-surrealist portrait 
of Britain after three terms of Thatcher. 
Teenage lovers Jaz and Anthony are torn 
apart by Anthony's decision to join the police 
force. A musical about unemployment, 
authoritarianism and loyalty with a 
humourous, self-mocking, and sacrilegious 
tone. Its street-beat soundtrack features the 
Wee Popa Girl Rappers, The Smiths, Fine 
Young Cannibals and the Communards. 
Shot on l" video, it was also transferred to 
film for cinematic release. It was made in 
association with the British Film Institute and 
Channel 4. 

Jonnie T urpie has a Bachelor of Fine Arts 
and his Masters in Print and Photography. His 
work has been exhibited in a variety of group 
and solo shows. He joined the Birmingham 
Film and Video Workshop in 1982, and has 
since collaborated with the Dead Honest Soul 
Searchers on a variety of television produc
tions about British youth for Channel 4 and 
independent distribution. 

Distributor: Birmingham Film and Video 
Workshop Ltd. 

2nd Floor, Pitman Building 

161 Corporation Street 

Birmingham B4 6PH 

England 

Jonnie Turpie 

Global 

Photo: John Sturrock 
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TRISTESSE .MODELE REDUIT 

T ristesse Modele Reduit 

Director: Robert Morin 

Quebec, 1988, 89 minutes 

Available in French and with English sub
titles. 

Thanks to Pauline the maid, Jeannot, a 
mentally deficient 25-year-old, discovers 
human relations different from those to which 
he had been confined by his parents. He can 
now do things by himself and assume respon
sibilities. But his changed behaviour is dis
turbing. His parents decide to fire the maid 
while letting Jeannot believe that she left of 
her own will. Jeannot leaves to search for the 
young woman. It is Jeannot who relates his 
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own story in this film. 

Grace a une bonne, Pauline, un deficient 
intellectuel de vingt-cinq ans, Jeannot, 
connalt des rapports humains differents de 
ceux auxquels l'avaient confine ses parents. 
II fait des choses par lui-meme et prend des 
responsabilities. Ses nouveaux comporte
ments derangent. Ses parents decident de 
renvoyer la bonne en faisant croire a Jean not 
qu'elle est partie de son propre chef. Jeannot 
fait une fugue dons le but de retrouver la 
jeune fille. C'est Jeannot lui-meme qui nous 
raconte son histoire. 

Robert Morin is a founding member of 
Video Coop, a group of Montreal producers 
who, working together for almost ten years, 
have established their own production and 

Robert Morin 

~· • 

Photo: Courtesy of the artist 

post-production facility with broadcast quality 
equipment. Morin collaborates extensively 
with Lorraine Dufour. Their work has been 
exhibited widely, including a recent 
retrospective at the National Gallery of 
Canada. 

Tristesse Mode/e Reduit is a production of 
Coop Video de Montreal and the National 
Film Board of Canada Studio C. 

Distributor: Coop Video de Montreal 

1 308, rue Gilford 

Montreal, Quebec H2J 1 RS 

Canada 
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I DO NOT KNOW WHAT IT IS I AM LI KE 

I Do Not Know What It Is I Am Like 

Director: Bill Viola 

United States, 1986, 89 minutes 

I Do Not Know What It Is I Am Like is a 
personal investigation of the inner states and 
connections to animal consciousness we all 
carry within. The work is in five parts, and its 
structure reflects and directly ~vokes in the 
viewer the states of being under investigation. 
It functions like a map rather than a descrip
tion of the animal psyche. Images of animals 
mediate a progression from an initial stage 
of non-differentiation (pure being), proceed
ing through stages of the rational and then 
the physical orders, finally arriving at a 

transcendent state beyond logic and the laws 
of physics. 

Bill Viola has travelled to the Solomon 
Islands, Java, the Sahara Desert, the 
Himalayas, Fiji and throughout the United 
States in the last twelve years in search of 
images for his critically acclaimed videos. His 
work has been broadcast in the U.S. and 
Europe and resides in collections in New 
York, Paris, Amsterdam and Los Angeles. 

Distributor: Electronic Arts Intermix, Inc. 

536 Broadway, 9th Floor 

New York, NY l 0012 

United States 

Bill Viola 
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Leslie, still from Quartet for Deofblind 

QUARTET FOR DEAFBLIND 
Quartet for Deafblind 

Director: Norman Cohn 

Canada, 1986, 88 minutes 

A portrait of a nine-year-old deafblind 
child. 

Norman Cohn was born in New York but 
is a Canadian citizen. He is a member of 
Coop Video de Montreal and President of 
Un-Television Inc., Montreal. Other recent 
video works include Art of Travel, Qagiq, First 
Bank, Hobo/ Birds, Me and Shorty Harlow. His 
videotapes have recently been exhibited at 
the Museum of Modern Art, New York 
(1988); Trinity Square Video, Toronto (1988); 
Olympic Arts Fesfr.-4al, 1988 Winter Olympic 
Games, Calgary (1988); Documenta 8, Kas
sel (1987); and the National Gallery of 
Canada, Ottawa (1987). 

Distributor: Norman Cohn 

Norman Cohn 

Photo: Courtesy of the artist 
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THE VIDEOS OF NORMAN COHN 

BEYOND SEDUCTION 

by Karen Henry 
"Video for Norman Cohn is not a means of persona/ 

expression. It is a record of perpetual research. His lost tapes 
contain within them oil of the aims and accomplishments of 
the earlier works, for he continues to excavate the same 
ground. "1 

1.Peggy Gale, "Learning To See" catalogue essay, Norman 
Cohn: Portraits, Art Gallery of Ontario, 1984. 

The quality of time hos to do with the richness of 
references, the levels of communication which are layered in 
a significant moment, or orchestrated into the contrived time 
of video. Norman Cohn is a time traveller. He seeks a bridge 
between experiential territories, between generations, be
tween isolated circumstances linked by the camera. He is a 
visitor in the situations he records, collecting traces of people 
and places which he layers into videotapes in which scale is 
measured both laterally, by duration, and, more ephemeral
ly, through depth of empathy and cultural reference. Cohn 
is fascinated with people and circumstances, with experience 
itself as an objective "thing" to be scrutinized; and, also, with 
the nature of video as the most spontaneous medium to 
translate time, and to confront the viewer with the other. The 
issues inherent in this kind of work are in the role of the 
producer as mediator of information and in the attempt to 
represent others legitimately. The question for Norman Cohn 
is how to make the relationship between the subject before 
the camera and the audience as direct as possible. 

Cohn's first tapes were about children, their develop
mental stages (1970), and their interaction in the preschool 
program, Head Start (1972). Later he began to focus on 
individuals in the community, in a series of portraits. Initially 
these were not done for the public, but shown to a small 
audience of friends of the artist and person portrayed. The 
process was intimate. As time went on, these tapes became 
a body of work, a record of research into lifestyle and 
situations, particularly institutional. He made tapes of children 
in hospital and in school, people in old age homes. 

Traditionally these subjects are presented in a documen
tary format where the producer occupies a position of 
authority, acting as a reporter passing on information 
presented as truth . The carefully constructed rationale and 
association of images manipulate response. This style does 
not acknowledge the inherent limitations of representation; 
in fact, it uses the narrowing of focus to make a point. Cohn's 
tapes, on the other hand, make no assumptions beyond the 
initial choice of who to concentrate on. Viewers must explore 
the material and come to their own conclusions. 

Cohn has described video as a "vulgar" medium, mean
ing common, coarse, a medium for chipping away the 
surface, roughing out a design, gathering raw material. His 
videotapes make no attempt to put a shiny veneer on the 
recording process, the unmediated accessibility of rushes. 
Cohn collects hours of tape, spending days or weeks on site, 
developing a relationship with the people and the place and 
framing that experience through the lens of a videocamera. 
The tapes are edited after extended periods of deliberation, 
coming to terms with the intimacy of the experience and the -
gravity of representation. 

Visually, Cohn's work references the spontaneity of early 
video,. when the camera made real-time images of life. In 
actuality, Cohn edits carefully, so that his presence and 
activity are as unobtrusive as possible. Cohn's style reaffirms 
this original immediacy and communication potential of 
video in an effort to translate experience as purely as possible. 
He confronts the viewer with long intimate sequences. His 
concern is the authenticity of representation rather than the 
constructed image. 

The nature of camerawork is to objectify what comes 
within the frame. As viewers we have learned to expect all 
manner of contrivance to further distance us from the 
humanness of the subject and make the image a fiction_, 
either through theatrical effects or by commentary and 
editing. Having assumed that authenticity is impossible, we 
have ceased to look for it. Norman Cohn envisions making 

the camera a window from one time to another, one person 
to another. He downplays his intervention as producer in the 
recording and editing process as much as poss101e, so that 
the tape appears to be rough. In doing so, he transgresses 
common expectations of the medium, thereby announcing 
to his audience that this is not entertainment, but something 
more demanding. In actuality, the tapes are very carefully 
orchestrated. The appearance of crude production values is 
purposive, demanding, alluding to the seductions of media 
and suggesting more direct, if less comfortable, access. In 
the initial tapes, the camera peers into the scene before it, 
jostling and changing angles, like a robot wielded by a 
mechanical arm, picking up information to translate back to 
base. The camera is obviously being wielded by someone, 
but that someone has no identity. 

From the series title How We Lived, (1979-81), Cohn 
would seem to be chronicling specimens for posterity. Among 
these video portraits are two distinctly individual cases from 
the art world. Andy Patterson, shy, quirky, tries dutifully to 
disregard the camera which stalks him through breakfast, 
conversations, quiet pauses, and the work of producing a 
videotape. Hank Bull, on the other hand, leads the camera, 
addresses the audience, shops, entertains. The two tapes 
reveal a great deal about each of their subjects, their timing, 
their body language, and their social relationships. The tapes 
are subject to varying light and movement due to the neces
sity of following the subjects around. Though both artists 
obviously collude with the process, the camera remains a 
disembodied presence beyond the edge, an outsider. Cohn 
seems to be trying to make himself invisible, to create a 
situation of unmediated observation; intimate and yet not in 
relationship to the producer (though Hank Bull does every
thing he can to undermine this). The effect on the viewer is 
contradictory. Cohn's approach makes process obvious, but 
does not include the identity of the producer. This inadvertent 
disavowal of authorship puts the viewer in the position of an 
unwitting voyeur. 

In these early tapes, Cohn's strategy to remain out of 
the picture, however purely motivated, falters in its ability to 
offer the viewer access to empathy. In my end is my beginning 
records the progressive eclipse of adulthood and autonomy 
in an old people's home, again through individual portraits. 
Lucy Brown's notion of time slips from one phase to another, 
the synapses going awry and misplacing who, what, when, 
and where. At the same time, she is vital, raspy; helpless 
before her aging, but still conversing. Later in the tape the 
camera looks down a deserted hall and stops at a door. There 
is a figure in the bed, and a croaking voice calls out "help 
me", over and over again; and then the camera moves away. 
This is the place where our sense of voyeurism becomes most 
acute; hearing the cries, we look on helplessly. The danger \ 
of this attempt to achieve authenticity and yet deny the 
presence of the producer, particularly given the often difficult 
and sensitive subject of the recording, is that it becomes 
almost an indiscretion. The feeling of objectification is in
creased by the lack of interaction. Cohn's initial attempts to 
downplay his own presence ironically works against the 
humanized contact he attempts to establish. 

The 90 minute Quartet for Deafblind, however, reaches 
a new level of communication, both aesthetically and subjec
tively. The tape is about Leslie and Ida May, and other 
children in a school for the deaf and blind in Nova Scotia. It 
bear Cohn's distinctive verite style, but with a difference. The 
camera moves from the straight recording of the opening 
sequences to a closer perspective, where the children can 
touch it, examine it, and interact with Cohn. This acknow
ledgement of the recording process, the humanizing of it, 
gives the viewer intimate access to the dynamics of this highly 
particular environment, and to Cohn's concerns and inten
tions for being there. Objects are made subjects, it seems, 
by our personal interaction with them. Their curiosity justifies 
our curiosity. At the end, when Leslie takes the camera and 
aims it at Cohn, the circle is completed, the producer is no 
longer an unknown. We have all been introduced. The 
balance of power sways. 

Quartet is indeed a composition of sounds as well as 
visuals, a surreal audioscape of glottal caws and prelingual 
sounds made by the deafblind students, whose access to a 
shared language is limited to a few recognized gestures. The 
hollow acoustics of the institution resound with banging, 
running water, television dialogue, and a.m. radio and the 
daily banter of the staff. The clinical surfaces through which 

these children connect with their world seem hard and cold. 
The tape focuses primarily on 9-year-old Leslie. Leslie can 
see light and a short distance with thick glasses. It's unclear 
what he hears, if anything; but sometimes it seems as though 
he is listening. He communicates with hand gestures and 
makes sounds like some strange bird. Leslie explores with the 
entire surface of his body as well as his hands and his mouth; 
always active, aggressively seeking in a bizarre, sensual way. 
!he patterns of movement are erratic, the gestures un
familiar; but Cohn brings us into such close proximity with 
his activity over time that we begin to comprehend the order 
of this sensory world which seems at first like such chaos. 

The intensity of the subject matter, the alien noises, the 
relentless intimacy of the camerawork, and the close framing 
of the subjects in which movements often fill the screen or 
partially cover it with contrasting light and dark, all contribute 
to a disorientation which makes viewing the tape a highly 
gripping aesthetic experience, as though one's comfortable 
anchors of identification are loosening into the abstract 

whorls of the image. The culmination of the tape comes in 
the bothtub scene with Leslie. The tape is here in black and 
white and the contrasts under the institutional light are 
haunting. The water gushes from the tap and swirls around 
and over him. When the water is turned off and slowing 
dripping into the pool, for a moment Leslie is at peace, as 
though floating in amniotic fluid, his eyes wide open as the 
water washes over them. He seems so absorbed in feeling 
that he does not define discomfort as we do normally, but, 
rather, seeks the fullness of contact. 

In Quartet for Deafblind, Cohn's vision reaches its real 
potential for contact between subject and audience. It uses 
the limits of the frame to express the limits of expression itself, 
but allows the viewer to participate in an exchange through 
the producer's active presence. Leslie reaches out and 
touches the camera. Cohn plays finger games with a little 
girl. In its humility towards the subject, the tape undermines 
the distance inherent in the image, personalizing rather than 
distancing, moving beyond the seductions of media repre
sentation to a depth of communication not often achieved. 

We Fix: 

VCR's 
Cassette Decks 
Speaker Systems 
Amplifiers 
Receivers 
Taperecorders 

All Brands 

SINGING 
ELECTRONIC 

REPAIR 

Audio & Video 
Systems: 

Design 
Installation 
Repair 
Maintenance 

Emergency Service Available 
Call For Rates 
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An international art exhibition held in Vancouver, 
British Columbia in September, 1989. 

Called FEAR OF OTHERS In Search of Tolerance/Art 
Against Racism, the show unite visual and performing 
artists from Canada and up to 20 other countries in a 
four-week exploration of the problem of racism. 

Paintings, sculpture, photography, installations, and 
· cartoons by over 200 professional artists provide Q 

powerful picture of how racism affects both individuals 
and entire societies. 

........ ·: 

V6N 1P5 •TEL ' 60" 263-2058 

~ORn-: 
NETWORK 

After the success of IN•Sight's 
inaugural event, the Edmonton 

Women's Film & Video Festival is :;. 
back! In celebration of Canada Film :i 

Year, IN•Sight'89, is all Canadian _;; 
and is being held in conjunction with : ~ 

a conference. Promoting women's ··. 
work and vision in film & video, 

IN•Sight'89 is requesting 
submissions from women producers, 
directors and writers. The Festival, 

October 12 -15, 1989, will offer 
screenings, hosted discussions and 

workshops given by national and . , 
local women involved in the industry. (· 

After IN•Sight'89 a selection of :j 

works will tour the ·:· 

Direct all IN•Sight'89 enquiries to: 
North West Media Network 
9722-102 Ave. 
Edmonton, Alberta., T5K OX4 

. Ph. 4W 424-0724. Fax 403/ 495-6412 

/ 
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ELECTRONIC LANDSCAPES: 
A VIDEO EXHIBITION 

ON VIEW AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF 
CANADA 

Ottawa, Canada - 20 June 1989: The Video and 
Film by Artists Series continues this summer at the Na
tional Gallery of Canada with Electronic Landscapes in 
the Video Gallery from 6 July to 4 September 1989. 

This exhibition presents single-channel videotapes 
by 14 artists from Canada and the United States, includ
ing Kate Craig (Mary Lou, 1989), Luc Bourdon (Distance, 
1984), Bill Viola (Hatsu-Yume "First Dream", 1981) and 
Gary Hill (Incidence of Catastrophe, 1988). Multi-screen 
video installations by T omiyo Sasaki (The Dreams of 
Christopher Columbus, 1987) and Tom Sherman (Equi
·distant Relationships, 1989) are also featured. 

Electronic Landscapes seems a contradiction in 
terms, but in the late twentieth century, where hydro 
pylons, high technology and the "information revolution" 
have replaced Wordsworth's rocks, trees and sky as the 
major elements in the visible world, the phrase implies an 
altered spectrum of our surroundings. For artists working 
with electronic tools, a turning to nah:1re for inspiration 
establishes links with a personal and cultural "otherwise• 
salvaging sites and icons of an earlier day to reflect on 
what we have become. The selection of images is framed 
by language, but natural forces and raw landscape play 
crucial roles in these works, acting as a foil to human 
action and a balance to human thought. · 

Electronic Landscapes is organized by guest curator 
Peggy Gale. The Video and Film by Artists Series is 
organized by Susan Ditta, Assistant Curator of Video and 
Film at the National Gallery of Canada. 

MESSAGES 
10 THE PUBLIC 
THE PUBLIC ART FUND INC. 

Computer animation 
Spectacolor lightboard 
One Times Square 
March 1- 31, 1989 

Public Art Fund Inc . 25 Central Park West. Suite 25R 
New York City 10023 (212) 541 -8423 
Messages to the Public is an ongoing Public Art Fund Inc. 
program made possible in part with public funds from the 
National EndONment for the Arts, the New York State Council on 
the Arts. and the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs. 
This program is also made possible through the cooperation of 
Spectacolor. Inc. 

PISTRIBUTEH 
VIDEO OUT 

SALUTES ITS PRODUCERS: 
AS PART OF THE NATIONAL 
GALLERY'S TOURING EXHIBITION 

REBEL GIRLS 
AMELIA PRODUCTIONS AADELE LISTER 

JENNIFER BABCOCK TANYA MAAS 

TAMITHY BASARABA ANNE RAMSDEN 

LORNA BOSCHMAN SUSAN RYNAAD 

KATE CRAIG LISA STEELE 

SARA DIAMOND KIM TOMCZAK 

VERA FRENKEL ELIZABETH VANDER ZMG 

HUMMER SISTERS CORNELIA WYNGAARDEN 

VIDEO OUT 1102 Homer St., 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 2X6 

(604) 688-4336 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
iBLINKYi 
e BRUCE & NORMAN YONEMOTO & JEFFREY VALLANCE e 
e Blinky e 
: In the novella SLINKY THE FRIENDLY HEN (197Sl,Jeffrey Volloncedocume11..'ed : 
e the supermarket purchase cl o frozen chicken and its burial in the Los Angeles e 
e S.P.C.A. Pet iV.emoriol Pork. By naming the fryer Slinky, Jeffrey transformed e 
e poultry into pet, paying tribule to the billions of hens socrificed eoch year forwr e 
e consumption. Ten years later questions cl the true cause cl Slinky' s deolh continue e 
e to swirloround Vallance' s fable cl mankind's ambivalence towards the animal e 
e kingdom. The videotape SLINKY documents the search for lhiscouse. Alas, like e 
e the origin cl the Shroud cl Turin, Slinky' s death cannot be completely resoNed. e 
• Thetopeendswilho speculative search and lhe spiritual reunion of Blinky'sbody e 
• wilhherlonglosthead. Slinky'stenyearstofyendswhere itbegon, inourculture's e 
• glistening, dream-like symbol of heavenly closure, the supermarket. (19881 e 
: 15:30 min., cob-, stereo sound. • 

: NEW VIDEOTAPES i • • • ELECTRONIC ARTS INTERMIX. INC. • • • • NEW YORK, N.Y. 10012 e • • • 536 BROADWAY, 9th FLOOR e 
·: (212) 966-4605 : 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

BESOURCEI . I 
VANCOUVER - VIVA (Vancouver In
s titute for the Visual Arts ), a new foun
dation that provides support for the vi
sual arts in British Columbia. has 
recently been es tablished by Jack and 
Doris Shadbolt with their personal 
funds . This new non-profit community 
organization will give an annual award 
to a B.C. artist in the visual arts . as well 
as a substantialfaward to a mature artist 
once every five years . As circumstances 
permit. the Shadbolts w ill invite signifi
cant players in the art world for lectures. 
seminars or workshops . 

... 

ART COM " ' a project of THE ASSEMBLY. 
OF BC ARTS COUNCILS "'-_...._ 

8.C.'S COMPREHENSIVE N201 - 3737 Oak Street 
ARTS INFORMATION Vancouver. 8.C- V6H 2M4 
CENIRE (604) 738-0749 



NETWORK.1 
CELEBRATE 

ARTS BIRTHDAY 
JANUARY 171990 

WATCH THIS SPACE 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

KIJKHUIS 
THE KIJKHUIS PRESENTS PLANS FOR EXTENSION 

AND OPTIMIZATION OF ITS ACTIVITIES AND Will 
MOVE TO NEW PREMISES ON THE SPUI IN THE MIDDLE 
OF 1991. 

The Kijkhuis, an art organization in The Hague which works to 
increase the reputation of electronic art, has recently presented a 
memorandum to the Minister of Welfare, Health and Culiural Affairs. 

Based on the propositions formulated in that memorandum, the 
Kijkhuis wishes to be considered for a state subsidy in order to be able 
to develop on internationally operating, independent institute for 
electronic art. 

The Kijkhuis presents the need for extension and optimization of 
its range of activities. 

1 More intensive programming by means of screenings, presen
tation of video installations and sculptures, multi-media events and 

video performances. 

2 More broadcasting possibilities and wider distribution in various 
cities of the Videoline programme that the Kijkhuis has produced for 
the cable network in The Hague since November 1987. 

3 Enlargement of the collection 

4 A more active policy in the field of distribution of the collection. 

5 Establishment of a documentation system accessible to the 

general public, annex trade library. 

After a year of intensive preparation, we have reached a new 

phase in the plans for new premises for the Kijkhuis. Hermon 
Hertzberger, the architect engaged to design the new Kijkhuis, is now 

working on the final stages of the definitive design. The plans will be 
presented in the Kijkhuis in the middle of June. 

The plans provide for one screening theatre, one area to be used 
for exhibiting video installations, one area for the presentation of 
multi-media events, one area for documentation and three viewing 

areas. The construction budget is 1 , 5 million guilders (about 7 50 
thousand US dollars), the majority of which has been mode available 

by the Municipal Government of The Hogue. 

noordeinde 140 2514 GP den haag nederland 

telefoon 070.644805 

telefax 070.614448 

Ottawa, 4 July 1989 -- The Minister of Comunicat1ons, the 
Honourable Marcel Masse, today infonned the Canada Council that 
SS mi 11 ion is being added to the Council's parliamentary 
appropriation this year (1989-90) and that this increase will ba 
maintained next yeir (1990-91) . 

tASll 
Now that the United States finally signed the Berne 

Convention, the international copyright treaty [''The limits 
of Copyright: Moral Rights and the Berne Convention." 
May 1988), authors of intellectual and creative property 
will need to consider the implications of the EUROPEAN 
ECONOMIC COMMUNITY'S DECISION TO LIFT SOME 
COPYRIGHTS RESTRICTIONS AMONG MEMBER 
COUNTRIES COME 1992. That is the year when all 
economic barriers in the EEC will be entirely dismantled. 
The effect on film and video producers is contained in a 
recent "Green Paper" entitled "Television without Fron
tiers." which recommends that transmission of 
audiovisual properties within the EEC not be limited by 
national frontiers. Under this scheme, a broadcaster 
could obtain a license to air a program without the 
copyright holder's consent if, more than two years pre
viously, the program had already been transmitted in one 
EEC country and no license had yet been granted in the 
broadcaster's country. An EEC commission would deter
mine the amount of payment to the copyright holder for . 
these rights. ~ - -

video to Toronto. 

---· Here is my 

THE DEC THEATRE 
FOR FILM & VIDEO 
394 Euclid Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario 

Canada M6G 2S9 
416 925-8104 --~-

contribution of: 

D $50 D $75 

D $100 D $250 

• ', II • ', Ill 

~ au II""' passes to DEC organized 
~ e'en ts with a donation of $500 

0 5 free passes to DEC organized 
qj C\ en ts with a donation of $250 

BooKSCs~~~Gg 
Art Metropole 

is an art centre specializing in materials related to avant-garde 
practice, particularly multiple format and media-related works. 

Our bookshop and maTI-order operallon slacks artisls' books. exhibillon cala
logues, audio works, vldeolapes and mulliples. Bolh currenl and out-ol·prlnt 
lilies have been selected to give you an In-depth source of lnlernallonal 
contemporary art over the last twenly years. For assistance, ask for Margaret 
al (416) 367-2304. 

Our permanent collectlon and archive includes an extensive collectlon of 
artlsrs· books and vldeolapes, In addition lo audloworks, multiples, cala
logues and olher malerials. It Is avallable for use on the premises by 
appolntm<1nl : conlact l\my al (4 t6) 367-2304. 

In addition; l\rt Melropole orlglnales exhlblllons and artlsfs' prefects, as well 
as publishing artists' books and vldeolapes. For further Information contact 
Michael al (416) 367-2304 

788 KING STREET WEST TORONTO, ONT ARIO 

CANADA • MSV 1 N6 

h. ~he Walter Phillips Galle · · 
ex ibrts an impressive and r { produces, presents and 
porary art events. Each exh~v~ r pr~gramme of contem
~atalogue. The Walter Phil/ip11:;1~n is _documented with a 
lo~;;r~ f~>r the A~s located in B~n~ry ~rba part of the Banff 
G II e ~ a national pork in the R kyerta a small town 

a ery as paid special . oc Mountains The 
such as the timed based attention to innovative f~rms 
Recent catalogues of intere~'!s and to in5!allation work 
Muntadas . British p -L include: Stadwm by Ant .. 
b Ti ' e, 1orman s · onio 

Y ina Keane Ch 1· H ce ertes Foll 1987 k M ' or 1e oak N" , war s 
aclennan; Sitting T h er, igel Rolfe and Alastair 

~undsan, Diana Bur ~en nology, work by Dale 
Knesche Nancy p t 9 y e, Mona Hatoum R" h 
hoff ' a erson Tom Sh , 1c ard 

. ' erman and Nell Ten-

• 
C For further information 

urator, Walter Ph"lr G contact Diana Au 't' 
l 020, Banff, Albert~,1~an~~c7fo~h~~0~nff Centre?~~~ 

RERIODICALSI 

_.,.._FIT.1V1-.UND VIDEOPRODUKTION GMBH 
DIENST AG is a magazine presenting films and videos that 

do not belong to a particular genre: art and kitsch, music-dips, 
narrative and documentary work. 

DIENSTAG tells its own stories with its own characters. 

DIENST AG is obliged to none -except to its own bad taste. 

With this in mind, we are seeking films/videos whose 
producers are willing to submit their work for a new production 

to fit the DIENST AG framework. We are interested in entertain

ing and visually attractive productions coming out of the 
progressive music industry as well as work by independent 

producers, film/video makers and artists. 

The films/videos should not exceed 5-7 minutes. In the 
case of longer productions, shorter, autonomous sequences 
are also acceptable. We reserve the right to re-edit contribu 
tions in order to fit the DIENSTAG framework. 

For our program selection, we are asking that you send 

U-matic or VHS copies (no originals) , specification of the 
original standard, and information regarding the production 
and producers. The final result will be taped on U-matic 
Highband. 

We cannot take responsibility for tapes that are sent to 
us. Return postage will, however, be paid by us. 

Following the acceptance of a production, the appropriate 
contract will be sent out. The fee for broadcasting rights will 
be paid following transmission of the production. 

DIENSTAG will premiere on 4.7.1989 and can then be 
seen every first tuesday of the month on Kanai 4, and 

independent TV station in NRW. 

Kanai 4 was founded in 1988 by film and video producers and 
other culiural activists and is transmitted over the RTL.plus and SAT 1 

frequencies. 

Theodor-Heuss-Ring 26 
5000 Koln l 
Telefon (0221) 12 01 29 
Telex 889 998 
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Photo: John Sturrock 

JONNIE TURPIE 

in conversation with Mark O'Neil 

The following interview with Jonnie Turpie by Mork 
O'Neil was conducted while T urpie was in Vancouver attend
ing FL V. It is excerpted here with the kind permission of 
Cinema Canada. 

Mork O'Neil : Why did you choose to go with feature 
length video for Out of Order, rather than film, as a pack
aging approach? 

JT: The first reason is that we've always worked on 
videotape. Because of this whole process - to establish a 
collaboration, to make it possible for everyone to have a view, 
to communicate that view and hove it acted upon - demands 
a great deal of time and a process which allows you to think 
of an idea, think of how you might do it. So you shoot it, you 
review it, you cut it, you edit it, then you review it again. And 
that circle starts again. Out of Order's a little different - it's 
a feature fiction - but all the documentaries ore mode with 
this think, shoot, review process. There are a number of 
reasons why we shot Out of Order on tape. One is that in 
Britain there hadn't been on independent tape feature. The 
reason why we wonted to do that is also that the qualities of 
video that we liked we couldn't get with film. 

MO: For instance. 

JT: It's the quality of the colour, the qual ity of the roster, 
the quality of the edges of light. Also, in terms of special 
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effects, if celluloid came back from the lab and the effect that 
you designed is not what you hoped for, you' re either stuck 
with it or you hove to pay the some cost again . With videotape 
that's not the case, you just run it through the machine which 
costs you the time but it doesn't cost ... 

MO: ... a small fortune. 

JT: That's right. So that's our major interest in using tape 
for the post~production. Hoving said that, the beginning of 
Out of Order and a number of other scenes throughout the 
tape, we think, are shot filmicly, cinemoticolly. Port of the 
whole aesthetic of Out of Order is this jumping in to different 
genres from cinema, f~om film, from television. 

MO: The police training scene is just like the 6 o'clock 
news. 

JT: Absolutely. That's the sense of reality that this lad is 
having to go through this riot situation. Similarly when the 
police come in to break up the radio station, that's all hand 
held to try to get that shake and that sense of reality of 
documentary in that scene, in contrast to the next scene, and 
those in bock and front of it which are much more controlled, 
because that's the narrative. The other thing we've done in 
the post, and in different ways in Out of Order, is this notion 
of the producers, the viewers, and the third area in the middle 
- which is the screen. You con utilize graphics to put a 

statement on the screen which indicates to the audience that 
the producers ore still around. The way we utilize the graphics 
in the post-production suite creates something which soys 
"this is not real, this is a story, we're making this up", and 
we' re making sure the audience knows that, at the same time 
trying to maintain the narrative, the engagement, the emo
tion. 

MO: Talking about feature length video in general, is it 
a growing thing in Britain and in Europe? 

JT: No, I don't think it is. One of the reasons why we 
wanted to shoot on tape was that I think the technology will 
soon be with us for large scale video exhibition and that it will 
challenge cinema. Not to the demise of cinema: I'm not one 
of these people that soys it's film or video and that's it. I think 
both hove benefits. But I don't see any reason why video 
should not be large and hove that great benefit of the dork 
space, the large screen that envelops the viewer. The first 
time Out of Order was ever publicly screened was at the 
London Film Festival and it was projected through a very high 
quality video projection system very large in a 400 seat 
cinema, and it was stunning. It was absolutely beautiful. That 
crispness was there which you don't get with regular projec
tion. However, Out of Order hos been transferred to film in 
the U.K. for distribution because of the lock of video projec
tion theatres throughout the country and world wide. But we 
think that given time Sony will come up with a large screen 
video projection system, and HDTV (High Density Television) 
will become a reality, and we will hove large scale video. 
Now, that's not here yet, therefore its a problem for 
producers and funders and backers to support large scale 
video. Probably the thing to do is get video cassette distribu
tion as well as television until its sorted out. When it does 
come, we'll hove large scale independent video features . 

MO: Paul Wong, one of the co-curators here, told me a 
few weeks ago that he is beginning to feel that people have 
seen everything at the corner video store and they're looking 
for new material. And this is a direction for video to go. 

JT: I don't think you'll ever loose that attraction of the 
feature length story. People will continue to watch that stuff, 
which is fine. However, in the some way that the notion 
behind Channel 4 television in Britain was to create a channel 
that served regions, that served minorities, and was innova
tive - rather than just going for the ratings - similarly in the 
cassette store there could be another sort of work which is 
not that simple, narrative, formula that they all know and 
love. Not just a different format and approach, but the 
politics, the points of view, the aesthetics, the cultural position 
of the variety of independent work that has been mode 
around the world for a number of years. 

Out of Order comes from a young, working class point 
of view. We're not working with people with lots of money 
and decent jobs. We're working with people who are living 
in a part of the world which is lacking in some of those 
opportunities, so you con imagine, a lot of the material we 
make talks about those lacks of opportunities. However, we 
do not do it in a way - or we try not to do it in o way - that is 
not entertaining. We feel that we do not wont to make 
programmes which ore not entertaining, which are agit
prop. We wont to make programmes which are entertaining 
but hove a point of view. We wont to make things that connect 
with on audience. Also, the involvement of young, working 
class people ensures that this will be the case. They don't 
wont to make something that they aren't happy with, that 
they aren't engaged with, feel entertained by or does not 
reflect their point of view. 

MO: How much did it cost to make Out of Order? 

JT: It cost 440,000 pounds. 

MO: About $900,000. That's not much for a feature . 

JT: That money came from the British Film Institute and 
for them to get theatrical release rights out of it and Channel 
4 television release rights out of it. I got trained as an artist -
not as a video artist, but on artist - and have come through 
to the stage of making television because I wont to see new 
stuff on television that challenges the norms and notions of 
TV. The thought behind Out of Order come because we 
made a number of documentaries and we asked ourselves 
what do we watch on TV? And the majority of people, as for 
as we can ascertain, watch movies and soaps - that's the 
staple. So we said to ourselves, why don't we make a story, 
why don't we create a fiction, and see how that connects. 
See if the fictional form will carry our ideas further than the 
documentary form. We don't know the answer to that yet 
because it hasn't been around long enough but it's on 
interesting question that independent videomokers should be 
asking as well, both in terms of feature length and any other 
length of tape. Working with narrative, but at the some time 
not allowing narrative to govern everything. The great thing 
about video is that you con ploy around with it on awful lot, 
and it allows other people into that process. 

Another thing about the money. Hoving come from 
independent video end of things, 440,000 pounds sounds 
like a hell of a lot of money, and is 90 minutes of tape worth 
it? The thing that stops me from worrying about that is that I 
quite like the product - I think it's been relatively useful, and 
will continue to be. But also, everybody gets paid . The whole 
thing is done under union rules and regulations. That helps 
the people who worked on this do their thing as well. 



Out of Order is a feature length video that skilfully 
juggles comedy and drama. It is the story of Jaz, a young 
woman of working class England, whose boyfriend goes 
against the ,groove and signs up with the police. Her story is 
interspersed with many sub-plots: there is Billy, the telephone 
whiz, who develops ways of communicating by phone without 
a phone on his end, and there is the pirate radio station 
GIR9, with Glynis and Kerry (The Wee Papa Girl Rappers) 
-the #Queens of Pirate Radio#, who narrate the story using 
rap music as their medium. 

The Dead Honest Soul Searchers (aka: DHSS), who 
wrote Out of Order, did a wonderful job of keeping the tone 
light while approaching serious issues. The comical side did 
not, however, take away from the seriousness of some of the 
issues. Police brutality, especially bad in England, and the 
thoughts of those most victimized, were presented with skill. 
There was a definite us vs. them attitude in the comments 
made by the characters. It would be reasonably safe to say 
that their attitudes echo the thoughts of most of the youth in 
England, and Canada as well. 

The sticky stuff, expecially police brutality, is approached 
in a way that illuminates the raw edge of truth. The sub
ject/problem is hit on the head by Jaz when, at the 
Policemen's Ball, she confronts one of the officers of the force 
about it. 

Also tackled believably is the dilemma of choosing one's 
loyalties. This leads us back to the us vs. them tone of the 
video. In going against what his friends and girlfriend believe, 
Anthony has to choose between a job and security and them. 
In the end the choice anyone watching the production wants 
him to make - his friends over his job - is made, lending a 
rejoiceful feeling to the whole video. 

The story is always fun and moves at a steady pace. It 
has a fabulous variety of musical input, even in addition to 
the rap narration. Included are performers such as the 
Smiths, Fine Young Cannibals, Robert Palmer and even 

Frank Sinatra. The music adds an upbeat feel and keeps 
things moving (feet included). 

DHSS is a group of young adults dedicated to providing 
entertainment through T. V. and film from their points of view. 
Out of Order is the result of their effort to become better 
known, and expand to a wider range of viewers. Director 
Jonnie T urpie has been working with DHSS since their start. 
The result of the hard work of the fore mentioned, Out of 
Order is a truly honest work that reflects the attitudes and 
opinions of young adults today much more effectively than 
any production I, a young adult myself, have ever seen. 
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A video exhibition on view at the 
National Gallerr of Canada, Ottawa 
from 6 July to 4 September 1989 

Single-channel videotapes and multi
screen video installations by 16 partici
pating artists from Canada and the 
United States will be on view. 

This exhibition is presented as part of the 
Gallery's ongoing Video and Film by Artists 
Series. 

I 
National Gallery 
of Canada 

Musee des beaux-arts 
du Canada Canada 

FEATURE 

D 0 C 
LENGTH VIDEO 

UM ENT 
60:00 minutes. Producers: Karen Knights & Paul Wong. Videographers: Scott Haynes & Scott 
Robinson. A VIDEO IN PRODUCTION © (1989). 

CLIPS OF VIDEOTAPES: New York-Batavia Rien Hagen, Green Card: An American Romance Bruce & Norman Yonemoto, 
Playing with Fire Marusia Bociurkiw, Gertrude Stein and A Companion Ira Cirker; Tapestry Productions, Out of Order 
Jonnie Turpie, Birmingham Film & Video Workshop, Tristesse Modele Reduit Robert Morin, I Do Not Know What It Is I Am 
Like Bill Viola . 

INTERVIEWS WITH DIRECTORS: Bruce & Norman Yonemoto, Jonnie Turpie and Marusia Bociurkiw. INTRODUCTIONS BY: 
Karen Knights & Paul Wong PLUS excepts from the colloquium. 

Rental per public/educational screening $75.00. Sales VHS $200.00, W' $300.00. AVAILABLE FROM VIDEO OUT, 1102 HOMER STREET, 
VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA, V68 2X6. TEL: (604) 688 4336 
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